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About Us
			At FML Design, we’re passionate about transforming your vision into a tangible experience. We’re not just sign and graphics specialists; we’re a team of creative minds and expert hands dedicated to bringing your brand and ideas to life.
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We're beyond thrilled to share the before and after shots with you – because trust us, the difference is jaw-dropping! 📸 The once plain exterior has now been infused with the timeless allure and glamour of Marilyn Monroe herself, making every voyage feel like a red carpet event. ✨

It's no wonder that this design has become one of our most sought-after reprints. The combination of iconic imagery and bold aesthetics makes for a truly unforgettable look🚤💃

Whether you're cruising the open waters or simply soaking up the sun at the dock, let FML Design elevate your boat to new heights of style & sophistication!🚤💋 
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																					[image: 🚗💨 Ready to take your ride to the next level? Look no further! At FML Design, we're all about turning heads and making statements on the road. And guess what? We've got the perfect solution for you: our premium 3M vinyl car wraps.  Our team of skilled professionals will work closely with you to bring your vision to life, ensuring that every curve and contour of your car is adorned with precision and care. Plus, with 3M vinyl's unmatched durability and quality, you can trust that your investment will stand the test of time, looking sleek and stunning for years to come.  So, what are you waiting for? Get in touch with us today for a quote and let's turn your car into the envy of the streets. With FML Design and 3M vinyl, the sky's the limit when it comes to unleashing your car's full potential. 🌟 #FMLDesign #3MVinyl #CarWrap #PremiumQuality #TurnHeads #MakeAStatement #TransformYourRide #UnleashYourCarsFullPotential]
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																					[image: 🚗 Exciting News! 🚗 A few years back we pioneered the future of automotive design with our innovative Thermochromic coatings! 🎨  ✨Our cutting-edge compound technology reacts to temperature changes, creating mesmerizing color shifts that will leave everyone in awe. From sleek, color-changing exteriors to eye-catching interior accents, our Thermochromic coating brought a whole new level of style to the road.  Now that we have returned to relaunch in 2024, We're proud to share that our Thermochromic coatings, having previously made their mark in over 20 countries worldwide, is getting a revamp (and a rename).  Application possibilities will be immense, we're currently in the process of redeveloping this incredible technology to enhance both safety and create another dimension of immersion in development and design.🛡️  💫 The future is colorful, dynamic, and safer than ever with FML Design's Thermochromic coatings! 🚀 #Innovation #AutomotiveDesign #ThermochromicPaint #FutureTech #InnovationInAutomotive #ColorShiftMagic #RevolutionaryCoatings #CuttingEdgeTechnology #AutomotiveInnovation #DynamicDesign #ColorfulCars #ImmersiveExperience #FutureOfDesign #InnovativeMaterials #TemperatureResponsive #TechRevolution #DesignTransformation #EnhancedSafety #CreativeRevamp #GlobalImpact #DrivingInnovation #NextGenAutomotive #InteractiveDesign #InnovationAtItsFinest]
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																															[image: 🚀 Thrilled to share our work! 🎢 At FML Design, we brought the Hot Wheels Sidewinder Rollercoaster at Dreamworld to life with our immersive themeing expertise. 💥  From start to finish, this project demanded creativity and attention to detail to transport guests into the heart of high-speed racing excitement.  🔥 Drawing inspiration from the iconic Hot Wheels brand, our team crafted an experience that leaves riders breathless with wonder.  💡 Meticulously designing every aspect of the themeing, from striking entrance displays to vibrant wraps adorning the coaster trains.  🏎️ Throughout the queue line, guests are immersed in the world of Hot Wheels, with larger-than-life replicas and interactive displays inviting them to engage with the brand's rich history.  🎨 Signage and thematic elements capture the essence of Hot Wheels, building anticipation for the thrilling ride ahead.  🎯 Our goal was simple: create an unforgettable adventure leaving guests buzzing with excitement long after the ride ends.  🙌 Thanks to our collaboration with Dreamworld, the Hot Wheels Sidewinder Rollercoaster stands as a testament to the power of immersive themeing! 🎉  #FMLDesign #HotWheelsSidewinder #Dreamworld #ThemeingExpertise #HighSpeedRacing #ImmersiveExperience #PassionAndDedication #HotWheelsInspiration #BreathlessWithWonder #MeticulousDesign #EntranceDisplays #VibrantWraps #QueueLineImmersion #ClassicCars #InteractiveDisplays #BrandHistory #SignageCrafting #NeonLights #WhirlwindExperience #DarkenedTunnel #OtherworldlyGlow #UnforgettableAdventure #CollaborationSuccess #ElevatedThrills]
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												🚀 Thrilled to share our work! 🎢 At FML Design, we brought the Hot Wheels Sidewinder Rollercoaster at Dreamworld to life with our immersive themeing expertise. 💥

From start to finish, this project demanded creativity and attention to detail to transport guests into the heart of high-speed racing excitement.

🔥 Drawing inspiration from the iconic Hot Wheels brand, our team crafted an experience that leaves riders breathless with wonder.

💡 Meticulously designing every aspect of the themeing, from striking entrance displays to vibrant wraps adorning the coaster trains.

🏎️ Throughout the queue line, guests are immersed in the world of Hot Wheels, with larger-than-life replicas and interactive displays inviting them to engage with the brand's rich history.

🎨 Signage and thematic elements capture the essence of Hot Wheels, building anticipation for the thrilling ride ahead.

🎯 Our goal was simple: create an unforgettable adventure leaving guests buzzing with excitement long after the ride ends.

🙌 Thanks to our collaboration with Dreamworld, the Hot Wheels Sidewinder Rollercoaster stands as a testament to the power of immersive themeing! 🎉
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					Find Us
			Address

266 Brisbane Rd

Biggera Waters

Gold Coast QLD 4214

Hours

Monday–Friday: 9:00AM–5:00PM

Saturday & Sunday: 11:00AM–3:00PM



		About us

At FML Design, we don't just deliver projects, we build partnerships. We take the time to understand your brand, target audience, and unique vision. This allows us to create designs that resonate, connect, and drive results.
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Our Service Area:

We are regularly adding to our brand partners and currently service from Sunshine Coast QLD to Tweed Heads NSW and everywhere in between.
Contact us
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